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Andrew Bridgen shared an article on the Pfizer and Moderna jabs on Twitter

MP compared use of jabs to ‘biggest crime against humanity’ since Holocaust

Chief whip Simon Hart said his comment ‘crossed the line’ and removed whip

*

Rishi Sunak has slammed the ‘utterly unacceptable’ actions of a Tory MP who compared the
Covid vaccine rollout to the Holocaust.

Andrew Bridgen was stripped of the party whip after an astonishing outburst on Twitter that
led to widespread condemnation from politicians, Jewish groups and medical experts.

The MP for North West Leicestershire has made a series of anti-vaxxer claims on social
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media and in the Commons chamber in recent weeks.

But action was finally taken against him this morning after he shared an article on the Pfizer
and Moderna jabs online, based on safety data reportedly from US health agencies, and
added: ‘As one consultant cardiologist said to me this is the biggest crime against humanity
since the holocaust.’

Mr Sunak voiced his own anger after the comment, made in a now-deleted Tweet, was
raised by former health secretary Matt Hancock at Prime Minister’s Questions.

Tory chief whip Simon Hart took action because the remarks ‘crossed a line’, and other
senior Tory MPs lined up to criticise his remarks.

One said they were ‘disgraceful’ and another warned that if he prevented people from being
vaccinated he would have ‘blood on his hands’.

It  caps a turbulent period for the now independent MP, who is currently serving a five-day
Commons ban for breaking rules on paid lobbying.

The tweet gained 150,000 views in just two hours, with dozens of users of the social media
platform hitting out at the ‘disgusting analogy’ and labelling him ‘dangerous’.

Olivia Marks-Woldman, chief executive of the Holocaust Memorial Day Trust, told MailOnline:
‘We find it disturbing particularly as we approach Holocaust Memorial Day that some people
think it’s appropriate to invoke the imagery of the Holocaust to score political points.
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Click here to read the full article.
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